
I have always taught, and am currently teaching, in a pluralistic classroom environment. In Italy my 
undergraduate and graduate courses included students from very different regions of the country, first 
generation immigrants, the bilingual or plurilingual children of intercultural marriages, and exchange 
students from other universities in other countries. At the University of Miami where I am completing my 
graduate degree in painting, this level of diversity is even more accentuated and includes an even greater 
number of factors such as more socio-economic backgrounds, gender fluidity and religious beliefs. And the 
faculty is as diverse as the student body. My student roster is a mix of student athletes of all backgrounds, 
non-traditional students and students with non-art academic majors such as engineering, psychology, 
marine biology or medicine.  
 
Amidst such diversity in the classroom, I focus on inclusion. I felt the effects of “being different” in Italy 
so I am sensitive to making students feel included, particularly when there are language barriers or marked 
cultural differences. I speak about my own experiences openly and encourage participation and 
conversation without singling anyone out, and I often allow acceptance and awareness to emerge naturally 
from assignments. One successful example was a discussion about proverbs and sayings from various 
cultures and languages which led to humorous literal translations and comparisons; it both united the class 
in laughter and opened the door to discussing the nuances of translation. Another example was in a 
beginning drawing class at UM, when a birdhouse assignment spontaneously revealed pagoda influences, 
minarets and fish instead of birds (marine biology students) which were perceived as “cool” as well as 
inspiring creativity and increasing the desire in other students to add more personal content to their 
drawings. Students understand how diversity is an asset to creative thought, personal introspection, and 
inspiration.   
 
The interdisciplinary projects that I have either created or collaborated on have been opportunities to 
capitalize on diversity and promote awareness of a parallel kind. In these projects I have used art again as 
neutral territory and as a vehicle for expanding ideas and experiences.  In a freshman English class, an 
assignment about depicting an adjective through a non-objective artwork became a portal for expressing 
personal experience that the students openly shared. A sophomore art history class had triple to say about 
an artist after having tried to paint in his manner, and their previous ideas about the meaning of his work 
changed dramatically as a result of their experiences in making the art. After an innovation class for the 
college of engineering at UM, some students pointed out that the constant sketching out ideas and re-
designing the product were what helped them think more clearly and made the project easier to structure, 
particularly in a group setting. A graduate business English class that did cross-cultural marketing brought 
students from other undergraduate disciplines together to collaborate using creative or artistic vision, 
similar to the way in which the innovation project with the school of engineering uses a Design Thinking 
approach. 
 
My Art 101 drawing students will stretch the requirements of an assignment as far as they can, so they can 
convince me to let them create the image that they want. My Art 202 painting students turned in paintings 
using techniques ranging from pointillism to palette knife impasto on their first attempts, before I had a 
chance to give them the option. There is something very strong in wanting to do something well AND 
uniquely individual. I structure my program around specific objectives and skill learning techniques but 
with ample opportunity for exploring vision and voice. Everyone – including me - has a chance to learn 
from everyone else, which is why classroom is open to everyone.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 


